
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
CARLO DE WIJS & JORDI GEUENS 
Modular Hammond & Hybrid Drums 

 

 “NEW HAMMOND SOUND PROJECT IS THE DEFINITION OF PRESENT-DAY MUSIC”.     
 

This combination of the Hammond organ and drums breaks new ground while 
simultaneously maintaining the musical Hammond history. 
 

Within the New Hammond Sound Project (NHSP) passion for music, sound, live 
interaction and technology melt together and generate a brand new experience. This 
results in a Modular Hammond and Hybrid Drums that offer a unique interactive 
formula for music, in which the imagination of the audience is optimally addressed. 
 

“The more personal, the better.” Under this motto the NHSP came into existence. 
You can hear, see, feel and experience the Hammond Sound in a familiar yet 
innovative and surprising style.  
 
 

Email: carlo@carlodewijs.com 
Phone Carlo: +31653713234 
Website: carlodewijs.com 
Social Media: Carlo de Wijs / 
New Hammond Sound Project 
Spotify: Carlo de Wijs 



 

 

INNOVATING INSTRUMENTS  
 

“The Hammond tone wheel organ was a fantastic invention and can probably not be 
surpassed,” Carlo states. This innovation, in combination with his personal and 
original sound, provides the foundation for the development of his new instrument. A 
maximum of tone colours and expression possibilities, come together through both 
analog and digital technologies, resulted into Carlo’s Modular Hammond.  
 

Jordi, as the other essential factor within NHSP, is both the virtuoso drummer and 
ambitious producer of his own sound and set-up. “Back when I toured with the 
Belgian vocalist Selah Sue I already had to work with a more electronic sound,” he 
says. This inspired him to experiment with more possibilities for his drums and its 
sound. By combining his acoustic drum kit with real-time sounds and loops, his 
“Hybrid Drums” came into existence.  

 
SONGS AND SOUND 
 

Having the Hammond and drums merge into one (New Hammond) sound is the 
ultimate goal. Jordi: “for me, this is merely the beginning of everything I want to 
realize when it comes to new and original sounds.” 
 

Together they retrieve inspiration from a variety of rich, musical traditions and styles 
which they translate into their own songs and sound. “Our quest for original solutions 
and the reciprocal musical interaction is both thrilling and tangible for the audience,” 
Carlo says.  
 

VISUALIZING THE FANTASY 
 

An important, maybe even newer and more innovative, aspect within NHSP is the 
integration of visual interaction and movement: image. Job van Nuenen expresses 
and nourishes the fantasy Carlo and Jordi aspire to create. Together, they are 
working on an ingenious mix of live camera and real-time, through interaction 
manipulated images. In doing so, image is becoming an organic addition to the New 
Hammond Sound. Lastly, add live- and studio sound technician Theo Janssen, who 
has been supporting Carlo in his projects for years now, and the NHSP reaches that 
targeted “next level”.  

 

Carlo: “I like to stay open to innovations and 
surprising perspectives in order to connect the 
open-mindedness of the youth with the wisdom of 
connoisseurs and enthusiasts.” The New 
Hammond Sound Project is therefore a place 
where history and future, vision and creativity, 
come together in a passionate fashion. 


